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Special issue: Wave electronics and applications thereof in information
and telecommunication systems
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apacoust.2016.06.017
0003-682X/� 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
From the 1st to the 5th of June, 2015, the XVIII International
Conference for Young Researchers: Wave Electronics and its Applica-
tions in the Information and Telecommunication Systems took place.
The conference was held on the Mikhail Sholokhov, an inland
waterways passenger ship built in 1985, whilst sailing from
St. Petersburg to Kizhi, Petrozavodsk, Valaam, and back to
St. Petersburg.

The conference was held under the umbrella of the symposium
Modern Information Society Formation: Problems, Perspectives, Inno-
vation Approaches, which was held in parallel.

Scientists and specialists under 35 years old were invited to
take part in the conference, but the organizers also encouraged
leading Russian and foreign scientists, without age restrictions, to
give plenary overview lectures.

Topics included, but were not limited to, nano-electronics,
acoustooptics and acoustooptic methods for information process-
ing, acoustoelectronics, signals in information and telecommunica-
tion systems, magnetostatic waves, new acoustic material
properties, bulk and SAW filters, bulk and SAW oscillators and
sensors, microwave oscillators, resonators, frequency synthesis,
acoustooptic and acoustoelectronic methods for monitoring of
the environment, and mathematical simulations of wave electronic
devices.

The 34 presentations at the XVIII International Conference for
Young Researchers reflected the current state of wave electronics
and its applications in information and telecommunication
systems, and considered to be of interest to a wide range of
researchers, teachers, graduate students and professionals in the
field of acoustooptics and acoustoelectronics.

Extended abstracts on all 34 presentations have been published
in [1]. Furthermore, two transducer-related presentations were
combined into one paper, which has been published in [2].

This special issue in Applied Acoustics highlights three superb
invited papers on acoustooptics. The first authors are promising
young scientists working at the most renowned and senior groups.
For many readers of Applied Acoustics, this issue will be their first
opportunity to get acquainted to the exciting field of acoustooptics.
We trust that the three papers offered are the most promising of
what this amazing field currently has to offer!
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